In this paper we present a data structure improving region segmentation of 2D images. This data structure provides an e cient access to the set of pixel of one region. It also provides topological informations like the frontier of a region, the neighbours of a region or the set of regions included in one region. Thanks to this data structure di erent segmentation algorithms can be combined to perform the segmentation of an image. Interactive re nement or merge of regions can also be performed e ciently.
structures have mainly two disadvantages. First, the initial partition in squares involves extra computations to break this initial partition (see 21] for further details). Second, the incompatibility between data structures used for the split and merge operations forbids further re nements of regions previously merged. This paper present a data structure which allows to store and process regions of any size or form. This data structure also allows e cient computations of any data usually required by segmentation algorithms. Moreover this structure can be e ciently updated during split or merge operations. This last property allows us to alternate split and merge operations without restriction. We present in section II the main usual datastructure used by segmentation-algorithms. In section III we present our data structure and some algorithms based on this structure. In section IV we present some applications of our data structure.
II. Usual data structures
One of the rst and may be simplest data structure used by segmentation algorithm is the array of labels 14] , 29] , 23]. It consists in associating each pixel with a label such that all the pixels sharing a same label belong to a same region. This data structure is well adapted to operators applied on the whole image such as morphological operators. However this structure is ill-adapted to top-down algorithms since the split of a region involves to change the labels of the pixels of created sub-regions. Moreover regions frontiers are implicitly de ned as pixels sides shared by pixels with di erent labels. Thus, features linked to regions frontier such as boundary segments or neighboring regions require burden computation.
The di erent regions composing an image can also be coded by median axis transform (in short MAT) 22], 27], 26]. Each pixel P is associated with the set of upright squares of odd side centered at P. Each square contains uniform labels values. Let us denote by S P the square of maximal side of this set. The block S p is a maximal block if there is no point Q such that S P is contained in S Q . Each region of an image is then represented by a union of maximal blocks (see Figure 5 ). For a given region R de ned by a set of squares fS 1 ; : : :; S n g the boundary of R is made of part of squares side fb 1 ; : : :; b n g such that each b i belongs to one and only one S j . Recovery of regions by maximal blocks have to be updated after each split or merge operation.
Note that if we do not attempt to preserve regions recovery by maximal blocks, merge operations can be done e ciently by merging squares lists of regions. Thus the MAT data structure allows e cient computations on a xed partition of the original image and can be used to perform merge operations. However this data structure is ill-adapted to top-down and split and merge methods which have to perform a large number of split.
Arrays of labels and MAT do not provide an explicit representation of the boundary of a region. Thus to process a data along a region boundary it is necessary to perform a reconstruction of this boundary. It is possible to explicitly encode the boundary, for instance by storing the sequence of pixels of the region adjacent to at least a pixel not belonging to the region. Such a boundary can be represented by one of its point and a sequence of moves (see Figure 7 ).
An important drawback of boundaries de ned as sequence of pixels is that they are not topologicaly consistent. Moreover two adjacent regions do not share boundary elements. An alternative to overcome these problems is to consider inter-pixel boundaries (see Figure 8 ). This approach have been rst described by Brice and Fennema 5] 4] . It is possible to encode the geometry of boundaries with an array B of size (M +1) (N +1) where M N is the size of the image. Each entry of the array encodes the neighboring of a boundary point.
Thus a segment can be encoded by storing only one of its nodes and an initial move. The other points of the segment are retrieved by reading successive moves in the array B. Inter-pixel boundary representation allows an e cient computation of region boundary and of parameters associated with segments. On the other hand this representation only provides and implicit de nition of regions and the extraction of data involving topological features may be costly. For instance the computation of the list of regions included into a region r involves to traverse all the pixels of r. Data structures discussed above can often be combined to produce new structures. Such structures allow us to design segmentation algorithms manipulating more sophisticated concepts. In particular, it may be interesting to process an image at di erent level of resolution. Data structure providing such multi-resolution descriptions are called hierarchical structures. Starting at a coarse level of resolution initial image partition can be re ned from level to level until the resolution level of the original image. Using a multiprocessorarchitecture di erent regions can be re ned on di erent processors.
Matrix Each leave of a tree-pyramid represents a pixel of the original image. If we label each leave with its region label all the sons of a node may share the same label. These sons can be represented by their father with no loss of information. Thus tree-pyramid can be pruned, until no node have all its sons with a same label. The Treepyramid is then no more balanced and the resulting structure is called a quadtree 26], 28], 13]. Rotations by 90 degrees and boolean operations such that complements, intersections and union can be performed on a quadtree in time proportional to the number of nodes of the input quadtree.
M-pyramids, Tree-pyramids or quadtrees data structures are mainly devoted to top-down region based algorithm. Thus they allow us to e ciently compute children and ancestors of a region de ned at any level of recursion. Moreover parameters of a given region can be computed without traversing all pixels of this region. Nonetheless, the computation of boundary elements of a region or computation of its neighbors can involve burden computations. Hunter and Steiglitz 18] have developed an augmented quadtree structure referred to as roped quadtrees which allows us to e ciently compute leaves of a quadtree adjacent to a given block.
As said above hierarchical structures are devoted to top-down region based algorithms and do not allow e cient implementations of merge algorithms. Indeed computing adjacency of regions with a tree structure may involves complex processing. Moreover the merge of two regions sharing di erent fathers breaks the tree structure. Thus split and merge algorithm usually use a hierarchical structure to perform splits and then create a new data structure more adapted to merge operations. Therefore split and merge algorithm are mainly restricted to a split stage followed by a merge stage.
A usual data structure to perform merge operations is the Region adjacency graph (RAG). Each node of this graph represents a region of the segmented image and two adjacent regions share an edge in the graph (see Figure 9 ). The merge of two regions r 1 and r 2 implies to update corresponding nodes in the RAG by contracting the edge linking their node. Both nodes r 1 and r 2 are merged and the resulting node is linked to each node of a region adjacent to r 1 or r 2 . Multiple edges ( edges linking two same nodes ) are removed (see Figure 10 ). The Region adjacency graph may be implemented as plexes ], adjacency list or half array of bits. When implemented as an half array the merging of two nodes i and j requires to invalidate line and column i and to update line and column j. The region adjacency graph may be used in conjunction with an array of region descriptions. Each entry of this array may contain parameters of one region. These parameters are updated during successive merge and may be used to label the edges of the RAG. For example, this array may contain the mean color of regions. Thus at each step of the merge algorithm, one can merge the two regions r 1 and r 2 such that :
1. The region r 1 and r 2 are adjacent in the RAG, 2. The mean color distance between r 1 and r 2 is minimal.
Parameters such that mean, variance or histogram can be e ciently updated during successive merge operations.
Thus Region adjacency graphs give an e cient description of regions adjacency. Moreover adjacency relationships and most of regions parameters can be e ciently updated during successive merge. Nonetheless the split of a region r into a set of regions fr 1 ; r 2 ; : : :; r n g involves:
1. To suppress region r in the RAG.
2. To traverse regions fr 1 ; r 2 ; : : :; r n g in order to insert the corresponding nodes and adjacency relation ships in the RAG. Thus the update of the RAG structure after a split operation involve too many computation. The RAG data structure is thus devoted to merge algorithms.
All structures discussed above are mainly devoted to one kind of operation. Arrays of label and hierarchical structures are devoted to split operations while strings data structure, medial axis transform and region adjacency graph are devoted to merge operations. Moreover each structure is convenient for computing a subset of parameters but may induces complex processing to compute other parameters. For example, computation of the frontier or of the set of neighbors of a given region using a quadtree data structure required many computations. On the other hand the data structure presented in next section may be used for split and merge operations. Moreover this structure allows e cient computations of parameters required by segmentation algorithm. III. Our data structure As sketched above there are two aspect in segmented image representation : the geometrical aspect which describes the shape of regions and the topological one which describes neighborhoods and inclusions of regions. The usual models are either geometrical or topological oriented. The model we are going to describe is based on both a geometric and topologic levels of representation cooperating together.
We think that the euclidean topology is much more simple and e cient to encode the topology of a segmented image than discrete ones. Moreover we have seen that the inter-pixel boundary representation provides a geometrical representation of segmented images which is consistent from a topological point of view. Thus by mixing the topological level with a discrete geometry we get a uni ed representation model allowing an e cient computation of both geometrical and topological required data.
The topological level is based on planar maps 32]. Using such a structure, the segments between regions are considered like edges of a graph. Each edge is decomposed into two opposite darts, the set of darts being In order to address faces, we associate a label to each dart of map ('; ). We thus create a function constant on each cycle of '. Such a function satis es:
The set of labels is denoted by F. In order to access e ciently to the cycles of ', we also de ne a function ?1 such that : An example of external neighborhood is displayed on Figure 15 . The set of external neighbors of a face can be stored in a list using Algorithm 1. The mother of an in nite face is the nite face which includes it. The daughters of a nite face f are in nite faces included in f.
By using functions moth and Daught we can de ne a new neighborhood relation which takes in account inclusion relations. This new neighborhood relation can be de ned has followed. An example of neighborhood is given on Figure 16 . Neighborhood of one face can be computed using Algorithm 2. The model described above, which allows us to describe relationships between faces has to be augmented in order to encode their geometry ( see Figure 14) . Thus it is associated with an inter-pixel boundary representation( see section II) by putting in relation respectively boundary segments and map edges and boundary nodes and map vertices. Thanks to this correspondence between edges and segments, we can formalize de nition of regions. A face f de ned in a map ('; ) corresponds to cycle ' ( ?1 (f)) = (d 1 ; : : :; d n ). Each dart d i corresponds to a segment s i de ned in P1 2 plane. Concatenation of segments (s 1 ; : : :; s n ) creates a closed curve C. Region R corresponding to face f is then de ned as the set of pixels inside curve C. Note that since, C is de ned in P1 2 plane it de nes a Jordan curve. This property is used to compute parameters of regions and to update functions mother and daughter.
IV. application
The model de ned in section III allows us to compute neighborhood relations between faces and to get the frontier of a given region R f associated with the face f. Indeed the set of segments (s d 1 ; : : :; s dn ) associated to the cycle ' ( ?1 (f)) de nes the frontier of R f . Since a closed segment de ned in the P1 2 plane veri es Jordan theorem we may use the frontier of a region R f to traverse it. This operation is performed thanks to a scan-line algorithm which traverse the frontier of one region and mark some of its pixels as Begin points and other ones as End point(see Figure 18 ). Then the lling algorithm traverse all lines of the original image from Begin points to End points. The traverse of region is used to compute and attach attributes to faces. 
where n denotes the original image dimension and (v 1 ; : : :; v n ) denotes the value of a pixel. For instance n = 1 for a grey level image and n = 3 for a usual color image. The functions M 0 (), M 1 () and M 2 () allow one to de ne more useful functions on labels. For example, the mean value (f) and the variance var i (f) of a face f may be de ned by :
where i represent the i th axis in the feature space of dim n.
In our implementation we have chosen to compute by need the attributes of a face f and to mark attributes as invalid when a face f is split. These attributes can be e ciently updated during merge operations thanks to the following property :
for merge operations do not require to traverse merged faces. Using a scan line algorithm and attributes of faces we can compute histograms, variance or squared error in order to decide if a face has to be split further or not. Using our model, we can easily and e ciently store labels of faces created by a split algorithm. This last property allows us to easily design recursive split algorithm. An example of recursive split algorithm based on squared error is given on Figure 3 . point of view, our structure receives a set of edges and organizes them into regions. Thus this structure is quite general and may be used by all segmentation algorithms. Note that, since our structure remains e cient for most segmentation algorithms it allows one to design meta segmentation algorithms. By these terms we mean algorithms analyzing a region in order to apply the best suited algorithm to segment it. For example global segmentation algorithms such as clustering may be used in conjunction with edge detection algorithms. Applied on homogeneous regions edge detection algorithms may use global informations about the region to be segmented. Nevertheless, the planar map model is based on regions, thus it do not allow insertion of dangling edges. This may be an inconvenient for edge detection algorithms which perform a detection of strong edges followed by a closure step. This inconvenient can be partially removed by closing dangling edges around pixels (see Figure 17 ) . Edges added to close dangling edges can be marked and removed after the closure step.
Functions de ned by equations 1 and 2 can also be used to design a merge score used for merge operations. Beveridge 3] has designed a merge score de ned by the product of three functions measuring region feature similarity, region size and connectivity. Most of merging algorithms use some of these region parameters. Using our formalism Beveridge merge score can be expressed as : where denotes the standard deviation and @f denotes the frontier of region R f .
Beveridge adds some parameters in order to normalize the functions S sim S size and S conn . Using such functions a low value of similarity function S(f 1 ; f 2 ) indicates that the faces should be merged whereas a high value of the S(f 1 (f 1 ) or (f 2 ) . This last property allows us to e ciently update the set of faces to be proceeded during merge operations. Thus, using neighborhood relations and merge scores based on attributes of faces, e cient merge algorithms can easily be designed. An example of merge algorithm based on Beveridge merge score is provided on Figure 4 . This merge algorithm receives a list L of faces and merge the faces contained in L until the minimum value of S(:; :) on L is greater than a given threshold. Since the same data structure is used to perform split and merge operations, split operations can be performed after the merging step. This last point allows us to partition further a region which has been missed during the rst splitting step or incorrectly merged during the merging step. This ability to alternate split and merge operations allows us to design interactive segmentation algorithms which allow users to select the face to be merged or to be split further. Moreover split operations followed by a merging step allows us to remove noises and to perform merges in order to give to users meaningful faces at each step of the algorithm.
This data structure allows also any editing operations such as for instance segment removing, boundary face removing contour insertion or contour smoothly. Since the data structure is not altered by editing, the editing step is no longer a nal step of the segmentation process but can be followed by any other one. It is thus possible to edit a region and then to recursively split it in order to locally re ne the segmentation.
Finally it is possible to address region by using high level topological features. From the topological map it is for instance very easy to get the set of faces included into a nite face or the set of faces being at a bounded distance of another one. An example of a segmentation session is shown on Plates I and II. The image is a full color version of the well known reference image called lenna.
V. Experiments and discussions
In this section we describe an example of image segmentation with our environment. The working image is the well known test image usually called lenna (see Figure 19-a) . This image presents several di culties for the purpose of image segmentation. Some frontiers, such as for instance the top of the hat or the top of the shoulder are very tenuous. Moreover the image, which size is 512 480 pixels, has a large number of di erent colors, each one being relatively few frequent. Some parts, like the hairs, correspond to the high frequencies when other ones, like the lips correspond to low frequencies.
The segmentation is initiated by running a split algorithm on the whole image. This split algorithm based on a partition of the feature space is described in 7] . The result of the split step is shown in gure 19-b. A lot of small faces corresponding to noise have been created by the split algorithm. Thus we perform a merge step by using algorithm described in Figure 4 . In this case, the list L of faces is initialized with all faces displayed in Figure 19 -b. The result of the merge step is displayed in gure 19-c. The obtained faces partition the image into its main area. We have used a high threshold for our merge score in order to remove insigni cant faces induced by the clustering step. As a matter of fact, our clustering algorithm, may create a face enclosing a group of pixels with features highly represented in the whole image even if, from a local point of view this face is not signi cant. The high threshold of our merge score remove these faces and keeps only the main area of the image. Since our thresholds for split and merge algorithms are relative to the face to be segmented, the segmentation algorithm will become more and more precise in proportion of the homogeneity of the initial face. Thus, ner details such as the lips will be segmented later from more homogeneous faces.
As sketched above splits and merges can be iterated without any restriction. Moreover the data structure allows us to recursively initiate a segmentation on a sub-region, using local criteria. In order to achieve the segmentation of the hat the region including the missing part of the hat border (see Figure 19 -d is selected by picking with the mouse anywhere in the region area. In Figure 19 -e is displayed the result of the split algorithm on the face which contains the hat. Figure 19 -f shows the partition of this face after the merge step. The frontier of the hat is now entirely build but presents several irregularities. These irregularities will be treated later.
In the following step we are going to re ne the big region including the right part of the hat, the face, and the shoulder (see Figure 20-a) . We thus applied a split step followed by a merge step on this face. The partition of this face is displayed in Figure 20 -b. Now we focus on the part of the image representing the young women. Thus we remove from the data structure all the regions corresponding to the background.
The interface we have developed is still very simple (selection of a face or of a segment). In spite of this simplicity it is very easy to get the segmented image displayed in Figure 20 -c. Note that since the edition of the segmented image and the re nement of faces are done with the same data structure faces can be further re ne or merged after an edition step. We have kept the region above the hat in order to re ne the frontier of the hat. Thus we remove the segment delimiting the left part of the top of the hat which appears too much rough. (see Figure 20-d) . The feature space of the resulting face being more homogeneous, the clustering algorithm will give more accurate results. The result of a split step followed by a merge step applied on this face is displayed in Figure 20 -e. The removal of undesirable regions give the image presented in Figure 20 -f. The next step consists in re ning the face of the woman. The result of the split and merge algorithm applied on this face is displayed in Figure 21 -a while the result of the editing step is displayed in Figure 21 -b. We also re ne the face containing the feathers and the hairs, the resulting faces are displayed in Figure 21 -c and Figure 21 -d. Finally the region corresponding to the right part of the hat and the woman's forehead is selected in order to close the lower part of the hat. The result of the split and merge algorithm is displayed in Figure 21 -e and the result of the editing step is displayed in Figure 21 -f. VI. conclusion In this paper we have described a data structure for image segmentation allowing a uni ed representation of both topology and geometry of the segmented image. Contrary to other usual models, this models is not devoted to a speci c segmentation method and allows any combinations of any methods.
This model has been implemented in standard C under Unix and XWindows.This implementation constitutes the kernel of a segmentation platform used to permit meta-segmentation algorithms. Another direction of research we are currently exploring is the segmentation of an image sequence with topological invariant. 
